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KPD 1946+4340 

  sdB+WD binary, Porb = 0.4 d, eclipsing 
  Q1 short cadence Kepler data  [KIC 7975824]: 

59s sampling, 33d time span 
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Spectroscopy of KPD1946 

  Radial velocities [MORALES-RUEDA ET AL. 2003 + 11 new NOT spectra]:  
 K1 = 164.0 ± 1.9 km/s 

  Spectroscopy [G. FONTAINE & E. GREEN]:  
 Teff = 34 730 ± 220 K              log(g) = 5.43 ± 0.04 

  Post-EHB 
(shell He-burning) 
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Modelling the binary LC 

  LCURVE [TOM MARSH] 

  100 000 grid points on sdB, 3000 on WD 
  Adaptive grids (denser strip on sdB during eclipse) 
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Modelling the LC of KPD1946 

Eclipses + reflection 
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Modelling the LC of KPD1946 

Eclipses + reflection + ellipsoidal 
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Modelling the LC of KPD1946 

Eclipses + reflection + ellipsoidal + lensing 
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Doppler beaming 

  Flux increase/decrease due to velocity of stars in orbit 

  Expected in Kepler LCs    
[LOEB & GAUDI 2003; ZUCKER ET AL. 2007: ‘beaming binaries’] 

  Detected in long cadence Kepler light curve of KOI 74  
 [VAN KERKWIJK ET AL. 2010] 

  Kepler bandpass photon weighted factor from atmosphere model 
(depends on assumed metallicity etc.!): 

(components: aberration +2, photon arrival rate +1, Doppler shift -1.7) 

Kepler observations of KPD1946+4340 5

3.2 Doppler beaming factor

The asymmetry in KPD 1946+4340’s ellipsoidal modulation
pattern is the result of Doppler beaming. Doppler beam-
ing is caused by the stars’ radial velocity shifting the spec-
trum, modulating the photon emission rate and beaming
the photons somewhat in the direction of motion. The ef-
fect was, as far as we are aware, first discussed in Hills &
Dale (1974) for rotation of white dwarfs and by Shakura &
Postnov (1987) for orbital motion in binaries. It was first
observed by Maxted et al. (2000). Its expected detection in
Kepler light curves was suggested and discussed by Loeb &
Gaudi (2003) and Zucker et al. (2007). Van Kerkwijk et al.
(2010) report the detection of Doppler beaming in the long
cadence Kepler light curve of the binary KOI-74. For the first
time, they measured the radial velocity of a binary compo-
nent from the photometrically detected beaming effect. The
measured radial velocity amplitude, however, did not match
the amplitude as expected from the mass ratio derived from
the ellipsoidal modulation in the light curve. The derived
velocity of the primary of KOI-74 is yet to be confirmed
spectroscopically. For KPD1946+4340, radial velocities are
available which allows the first spectroscopic check of a pho-
tometrically determined radial velocity.

For radial velocities that are much smaller than the
speed of light, the observed flux Fλ is related to the emitted
flux F0,λ as

Fλ = F0,λ
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with B the beaming factor B = 5 + d lnFλ/d ln λ (Loeb &
Gaudi 2003). The beaming factor thus depends on the spec-
trum of the star and the wavelength of the observations. For
the broadband Kepler photometry, we use a photon weighted
bandpass-integrated beaming factor

�B� =

�
�λλFλB dλ�
�λλFλ dλ

(3)

in which �λ is the response function of the Kepler bandpass.
Without taking reddening into account, the beaming

factor is found to be �B� = 1.247 ± 0.008. The uncertainty
is estimated from the uncertainties on Teff and log g. This
time, the effect of reddening was accounted for by chang-
ing the spectral response accordingly instead of reddening
the model atmosphere spectrum. Using a reddened spec-
trum would in this case erroneously imply that the redden-
ing is caused by material that is co-moving with the sdB
star. With reddening, the beaming factor is determined to
be �B� = 1.241± 0.008. Reddening thus only marginally af-
fects the beaming of KPD 1946+4340 but should certainly
be taken into account in case of higher reddening values.

There are three contributions to the beaming factor.
The enhanced photon arrival rate of an approaching source
contributes +1 to the beaming factor. Aberration also in-
creases the number of photons that is observed from an
approaching source, adding +2 to the beaming factor be-
cause of the squared relation between normal angle and
solid angle. Finally, when the sdB comes towards us, an
observed wavelength λo corresponds to an emitted wave-
length λe = λo (1 + vr/c). Since sdBs are blue, looking at
a longer wavelength reduces the observed flux which coun-
teracts the other beaming factor components. In case of an

infinite temperature Rayleigh-Jeans spectrum this Doppler
shift contribution to the beaming factor would be −2. For
the primary of KPD 1946+4340, we find a contribution of
≈ −1.76 which brings the total beaming factor at ≈ 1.24.
The contribution of the Doppler shift does not always have
to be negative; a red spectrum could actually increase the
effect of beaming.

3.3 Light curve model

A typical fit to the data is shown in Fig. 2, with the different
contributions switched on, one-by-one. From the residuals
(bottom panel) it is clear that the model reproduces the
variations at the orbital period extremely well.

The significance of the Doppler beaming is obvious, and
even the more subtle gravitational lensing effect is very sig-
nificant, although it cannot be independently deduced from
the data since it is highly degenerate with changes in the
white dwarf’s radius and temperature. One part of the grav-
itational lensing is caused by light from the sdB that is bent
around the white dwarf, effectively making the white dwarf
appear smaller. The second lensing contribution is a magni-
fication effect which is caused by the altered area of the sdB
that is visible, given that surface brightness is conserved by
the lensing effect. In the case of KPD1946+4340, the first
part of the lensing is the most important. Lensing effects
in compact binaries were discussed in e.g. Maeder (1973),
Gould (1995), Marsh (2001) and Agol (2002, 2003). Sahu
& Gilliland (2003) explored the expected influence of mi-
crolensing effects on light curves of compact binaries and
planetary systems observed by Kepler. They found that the
lensing effect of a typical white dwarf at 1 AU of a main
sequence star will swamp the eclipse signal. A transit of a
planet, which is of similar size but a lot less massive, can
therefore easily be distinguished from an eclipse by a white
dwarf. In the case of KPD 1946+4340, the separation of the
two components is a lot less. An eclipse is still seen, but with
reduced depth. For the most likely system parameters, grav-
itational lensing reduces the eclipse depth by ∼ 12% which is
equivalent to a ∼ 6% reduction of the apparent white dwarf
radius. The effect of gravitational lensing is implemented in
our light curve modelling code following Marsh (2001).

3.4 Markov Chain Monte Carlo simulation

The parameters which determine models can be fixed by
minimisation of χ2. If the signal-to-noise is high, a quadratic
approximation around the point of minimum χ2 can lead to
the uncertainties of, and correlations between, the best-fit
parameters. The Kepler data have superb signal-to-noise,
but owing to the very shallow depths of the eclipses the
quadratic approximation does not work well. Strong corre-
lations between several parameters play a significant role
in this problem. The duration of the eclipses essentially fix
the scaled radius of the sdB star (which we take to be the
primary) r1 = R1/a, where a is the binary separation. The
scaled radius is a function of orbital inclination i, r1 = r1(i).
The depth of the eclipse of the sdB by the white dwarf fixes
the ratio of radii r2/r1 = R2/R1, so r2 is also a function of
orbital inclination. The duration of the ingress and egress
features provides an independent constraint on r2 as a func-
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3.2 Doppler beaming factor

The asymmetry in KPD 1946+4340’s ellipsoidal modulation
pattern is the result of Doppler beaming. Doppler beam-
ing is caused by the stars’ radial velocity shifting the spec-
trum, modulating the photon emission rate and beaming
the photons somewhat in the direction of motion. The ef-
fect was, as far as we are aware, first discussed in Hills &
Dale (1974) for rotation of white dwarfs and by Shakura &
Postnov (1987) for orbital motion in binaries. It was first
observed by Maxted et al. (2000). Its expected detection in
Kepler light curves was suggested and discussed by Loeb &
Gaudi (2003) and Zucker et al. (2007). Van Kerkwijk et al.
(2010) report the detection of Doppler beaming in the long
cadence Kepler light curve of the binary KOI-74. For the first
time, they measured the radial velocity of a binary compo-
nent from the photometrically detected beaming e!ect. The
measured radial velocity amplitude, however, did not match
the amplitude as expected from the mass ratio derived from
the ellipsoidal modulation in the light curve. The derived
velocity of the primary of KOI-74 is yet to be confirmed
spectroscopically. For KPD1946+4340, radial velocities are
available which allows the first spectroscopic check of a pho-
tometrically determined radial velocity.

For radial velocities that are much smaller than the
speed of light, the observed flux F! is related to the emitted
flux F0,! as

F! = F0,!
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with B the beaming factor B = 5 + d ln F!/d ln ! (Loeb &
Gaudi 2003). The beaming factor thus depends on the spec-
trum of the star and the wavelength of the observations. For
the broadband Kepler photometry, we use a photon weighted
bandpass-integrated beaming factor

"B# =

#
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in which "! is the response function of the Kepler bandpass.
Without taking reddening into account, the beaming

factor is found to be "B# = 1.247 ± 0.008. The uncertainty
is estimated from the uncertainties on Te! and log g. This
time, the e!ect of reddening was accounted for by chang-
ing the spectral response accordingly instead of reddening
the model atmosphere spectrum. Using a reddened spec-
trum would in this case erroneously imply that the redden-
ing is caused by material that is co-moving with the sdB
star. With reddening, the beaming factor is determined to
be "B# = 1.241± 0.008. Reddening thus only marginally af-
fects the beaming of KPD 1946+4340 but should certainly
be taken into account in case of higher reddening values.

There are three contributions to the beaming factor.
The enhanced photon arrival rate of an approaching source
contributes +1 to the beaming factor. Aberration also in-
creases the number of photons that is observed from an
approaching source, adding +2 to the beaming factor be-
cause of the squared relation between normal angle and
solid angle. Finally, when the sdB comes towards us, an
observed wavelength !o corresponds to an emitted wave-
length !e = !o (1 + vr/c). Since sdBs are blue, looking at
a longer wavelength reduces the observed flux which coun-
teracts the other beaming factor components. In case of an

infinite temperature Rayleigh-Jeans spectrum this Doppler
shift contribution to the beaming factor would be !2. For
the primary of KPD1946+4340, we find a contribution of
$ !1.76 which brings the total beaming factor at $ 1.24.
The contribution of the Doppler shift does not always have
to be negative; a red spectrum could actually increase the
e!ect of beaming.

3.3 Light curve model

A typical fit to the data is shown in Fig. 2, with the di!erent
contributions switched on, one-by-one. From the residuals
(bottom panel) it is clear that the model reproduces the
variations at the orbital period extremely well.

The significance of the Doppler beaming is obvious, and
even the more subtle gravitational lensing e!ect is very sig-
nificant, although it cannot be independently deduced from
the data since it is highly degenerate with changes in the
white dwarf’s radius and temperature. One part of the grav-
itational lensing is caused by light from the sdB that is bent
around the white dwarf, e!ectively making the white dwarf
appear smaller. The second lensing contribution is a magni-
fication e!ect which is caused by the altered area of the sdB
that is visible, given that surface brightness is conserved by
the lensing e!ect. In the case of KPD 1946+4340, the first
part of the lensing is the most important. Lensing e!ects
in compact binaries were discussed in e.g. Maeder (1973),
Gould (1995), Marsh (2001) and Agol (2002, 2003). Sahu
& Gilliland (2003) explored the expected influence of mi-
crolensing e!ects on light curves of compact binaries and
planetary systems observed by Kepler. They found that the
lensing e!ect of a typical white dwarf at 1 AU of a main
sequence star will swamp the eclipse signal. A transit of a
planet, which is of similar size but a lot less massive, can
therefore easily be distinguished from an eclipse by a white
dwarf. In the case of KPD1946+4340, the separation of the
two components is a lot less. An eclipse is still seen, but with
reduced depth. For the most likely system parameters, grav-
itational lensing reduces the eclipse depth by % 12% which is
equivalent to a % 6% reduction of the apparent white dwarf
radius. The e!ect of gravitational lensing is implemented in
our light curve modelling code following Marsh (2001).

3.4 Markov Chain Monte Carlo simulation

The parameters which determine models can be fixed by
minimisation of #2. If the signal-to-noise is high, a quadratic
approximation around the point of minimum #2 can lead to
the uncertainties of, and correlations between, the best-fit
parameters. The Kepler data have superb signal-to-noise,
but owing to the very shallow depths of the eclipses the
quadratic approximation does not work well. Strong corre-
lations between several parameters play a significant role
in this problem. The duration of the eclipses essentially fix
the scaled radius of the sdB star (which we take to be the
primary) r1 = R1/a, where a is the binary separation. The
scaled radius is a function of orbital inclination i, r1 = r1(i).
The depth of the eclipse of the sdB by the white dwarf fixes
the ratio of radii r2/r1 = R2/R1, so r2 is also a function of
orbital inclination. The duration of the ingress and egress
features provides an independent constraint on r2 as a func-
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metric GDC. For radiative stars, βb = 1 (von Zeipel 1924).
We observe the band-limited stellar flux, not the bolomet-
ric flux, and hence we require a different coefficient defined
by I ∝ gβK . The GDC for the Kepler bandpass, βK was
computed from

βK =
d log I
d log g

=
∂ log I
∂ log g

+
∂ log I
∂ log T

d log T
d log g

(1)

in which I is the photon-weighted bandpass-integrated spe-
cific intensity at µ = 1 and d log T

d log g = βb
4

= 0.25. We used
a grid of sdB atmosphere models calculated from the LTE
model atmosphere grid of Heber et al. (2000) using the Lin-
for program (Lemke 1997) and assumed Teff = 34 500K,
log g = 5.5, log (nHe/nH) = −1.5 and log (Z/Z⊙) = −2.
To estimate the interstellar reddening, we compared the ob-
served B−V colour of −0.20±0.01mag (Allard et al. 1994)
with the colours expected from a model atmosphere. We
found an intrinsic colour of B − V = −0.26mag and conse-
quently adopted a reddening of E(B−V ) = 0.06. To account
for this interstellar reddening the model spectra were red-
dened following Cardelli et al. (1989). The gravity darkening
coefficient was found to be βK = 0.448.

Using a model for the same set of parameters, we com-
puted limb darkening coefficients for the sdB. We adopted
the 4-parameter limb darkening relation of Claret (2004,
equation 5) and determined a1 = 0.818, a2 = −0.908,
a3 = 0.755 and a4 = −0.252.

For the white dwarf, angle-dependent model spectra
were calculated using the code of Gänsicke et al. (1995) for
Teff = 17 000K (estimated from a comparison of model sur-
face brightnesses given initial light curve fits) and log g =
7.8. We adopted the same limb darkening law as for the
sdB and found a1 = 0.832, a2 = −0.681, a3 = 0.621 and
a4 = −0.239.

3.2 Doppler beaming factor

The asymmetry in KPD 1946+4340’s ellipsoidal modulation
pattern is the result of Doppler beaming. Doppler beam-
ing is caused by the stars’ radial velocity shifting the spec-
trum, modulating the photon emission rate and beaming
the photons somewhat in the direction of motion. The ef-
fect was, as far as we are aware, first discussed in Hills &
Dale (1974) for rotation of white dwarfs and by Shakura &
Postnov (1987) for orbital motion in binaries. It was first
observed by Maxted et al. (2000). Its expected detection in
Kepler light curves was suggested and discussed by Loeb &
Gaudi (2003) and Zucker et al. (2007). Van Kerkwijk et al.
(2010) report the detection of Doppler beaming in the long
cadence Kepler light curve of the binary KOI-74. For the first
time, they measured the radial velocity of a binary compo-
nent from the photometrically detected beaming effect. The
measured radial velocity amplitude, however, did not match
the amplitude as expected from the mass ratio derived from
the ellipsoidal modulation in the light curve. The derived
velocity of the primary of KOI-74 is yet to be confirmed
spectroscopically. For KPD1946+4340, radial velocities are
available which allows the first spectroscopic check of a pho-
tometrically determined radial velocity.

For radial velocities that are much smaller than the
speed of light, the observed flux Fλ is related to the emitted
flux F0,λ as

Fλ = F0,λ
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with B the beaming factor B = 5 + d lnFλ/d ln λ (Loeb &
Gaudi 2003). The beaming factor thus depends on the spec-
trum of the star and the wavelength of the observations. For
the broadband Kepler photometry, we use a photon weighted
bandpass-integrated beaming factor

�B� =

�
�λλFλB dλ�
�λλFλ dλ

= 1.30± 0.03 (3)

in which �λ is the response function of the Kepler bandpass.
We determined the beaming factor from a series of fully

metal line-blanketed LTE models (Heber et al. 2000, see also
Section 3.1) with metallicities ranging from log (Z/Z⊙) =
−2 to +1, as well as from NLTE models with zero metals and
with Blanchette metal composition (see Section 4 of this pa-
per for more information about the NLTE models). Without
taking reddening into account, the beaming factor is found
to be �B� = 1.30 ± 0.03. The uncertainty incorporates the
dependence of the beaming factor on the model grids and
the uncertainty on the sdB’s effective temperature, gravity
and, most importantly, metallicity. The metal composition
of the model atmospheres is a poorly known factor that can
only be constrained with high-resolution spectroscopy.

This time, the effect of reddening has to be accounted
for by changing the spectral response accordingly instead
of reddening the model atmosphere spectrum. Using a red-
dened spectrum would in this case erroneously imply that
the reddening is caused by material that is co-moving with
the sdB star. With reddening, the beaming factor is deter-
mined to be ∼ 0.006 lower. Reddening thus only marginally
affects the beaming of KPD 1946+4340 but should certainly
be taken into account in case of higher reddening values.

There are three contributions to the beaming factor.
The enhanced photon arrival rate of an approaching source
contributes +1 to the beaming factor. Aberration also in-
creases the number of photons that is observed from an
approaching source, adding +2 to the beaming factor be-
cause of the squared relation between normal angle and
solid angle. Finally, when the sdB comes towards us, an
observed wavelength λo corresponds to an emitted wave-
length λe = λo (1 + vr/c). Since sdBs are blue, looking at
a longer wavelength reduces the observed flux which coun-
teracts the other beaming factor components. In case of an
infinite temperature Rayleigh-Jeans spectrum this Doppler
shift contribution to the beaming factor would be −2. For
the primary of KPD 1946+4340, we find a contribution of
∼ −1.70 which brings the total beaming factor to ∼ 1.30.
The contribution of the Doppler shift does not always have
to be negative; a red spectrum could actually increase the
effect of beaming.

3.3 Light curve model

A typical fit to the data is shown in Fig. 3, with the different
contributions switched on, one-by-one. From the residuals
(bottom panel) it is clear that the model reproduces the
variations at the orbital period very well. When we fit the
light curve outside the eclipses with sine curves to represent
the reflection effect, ellipsoidal modulation and the beaming,
the phase of the ellipsoidal modulation is found to be off

c� 2010 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–12
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Modelling the LC of KPD1946 

Eclipses + reflection + ellipsoidal + lensing 
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Modelling the LC of KPD1946 

Eclipses + reflection + ellipsoidal + lensing + beaming 
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MCMC results for KPD1946 

M-R relations for WD (left) and sdB (right) 
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MCMC results for KPD1946 

M-R relations with Eggleton’s WD M-R constraint 
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sdB parameters Photometry Spectroscopy 

K1 (km/s) 168 ± 4 164.0 ± 1.9 

log(g) 5.452 ± 0.006 5.43 ± 0.04 

v sin(i) (km/s) 26.6 ± 0.8 
(assuming corotation) 

26.0 ± 1.0 
(Geier et al. 2010) 

MCMC results for KPD1946 

8 S. Bloemen et al.

Table 2. Properties of KPD1946+4340. The orbital period and
the e!ective temperature of the sdB were derived from spec-
troscopy. The other parameters are obtained by modelling the
Kepler light curve. The uncertainties on these values are deter-
mined by MCMC analysis, using the prior constraint that the
white dwarf mass-radius relation has to match the Eggleton rela-
tion to within 5% RMS.

Primary (sdB) Secondary (WD)

Porb (d) 0.40375026(16)
q 1.27 ± 0.06
i (deg) 87.14 ± 0.15
R (R!) 0.212 ± 0.006 0.0137 ± 0.0004
M (M!) 0.47 ± 0.03 0.59 ± 0.02
Te! (K) 34,500 ± 400 15,900 ± 300

Table 3. Correlation coe"cients of the di!erent parameters that
were varied in the MCMC simulations, after applying the Eggle-
ton mass-radius relation constraint.

R2 i T1 T2 q

R1 0.95 -0.95 0.02 0.02 -0.95
R2 -0.98 0.07 0.02 -0.99
i -0.06 -0.02 0.96
T1 0.44 -0.09
T2 -0.02

2.3-m Bok telescope on Kitt Peak, as part of a long term
homogeneous survey of hot subdwarf stars (Green et al.
2008), in September and October 2004. The spectrograph
parameters, observational procedures, and reduction tech-
niques were kept the same for all the observing nights.

The 400/mm grating, blazed at 4889 Å, gives a resolu-
tion of R = 560 over the wavelength region 3620 ! 6895 Å,
when used with the 2.5 arcsec slit. The spectra were taken
during clear or mostly clear conditions with integration
times between 1050 and 1200 s. Approximately 1000 bias and
flat-field images were obtained for each run. The data reduc-
tions were performed using standard IRAF tasks, and each
night was flux-calibrated separately. The individual spectra
were cross-correlated against a super-template to determine

Table 4. Significant variability frequencies in the residuals of the
light curve of KPD 1946+4340. The signal to noise (S/N) value
was determined by dividing the amplitude of the peak by the
uncertainty on the amplitude.

Frequency (d"1) Amplitude S/N
(µmag)

f1 0.2758 ± 0.0011 97.5 ± 7.2 13.5 = f2/2
f2 0.5936 ± 0.0013 97.5 ± 7.2 13.5 instrumental
f3 0.1417 ± 0.0014 86.6 ± 7.2 12.1 = f2/4
f4 1.1820 ± 0.0015 81.0 ± 7.2 11.3 = 2f2

f5 1.7730 ± 0.0018 67.5 ± 7.2 9.4 = 3f2

f6 440.4386 ± 0.0022 54.2 ± 7.2 7.6 instrumental
f7 4.9548 ± 0.0024 49.1 ± 7.2 6.9 = 2forb

f8 0.3115 ± 0.0027 44.9 ± 7.2 6.3

the relative velocity shifts, and then shifted and combined
into a single spectrum. Although the resolution is rather low,
the S/N is quite high: 221/pixel or 795/resolution element
for the combined spectrum. The continuum fit to the com-
bined flux-calibrated spectrum were done with great care to
select regions devoid of any weak lines, including expected
unresolved lines of heavier elements.

The final KPD1946+4340 spectrum was fitted using
two separate grids of NLTE models designed for sdB stars,
in order to derive the e!ective temperature, surface grav-
ity and He/H ratio. The first set of models assumed zero
metals, while the second included an adopted distribution
of metals based on the analysis of FUSE spectra of five
sdB stars by Blanchette et al. (2008), see also Van Groo-
tel et al. (2010). From the set of models without metals,
we derive log g = 5.45 ± 0.04, Te! = 34 400 ± 220 K and
log(He/H) = !1.37 ± 0.05. Assuming the Blanchette com-
position, we find log g = 5.43 ± 0.04, Te! = 34 730 ± 250 K
and log(He/H) = !1.36 ± 0.04. These results are in good
agreement with log g = 5.37 ± 0.10, Te! = 34 500 ± 1000 K,
log(He/H) = !1.35 ± 0.10 determined by Morales-Rueda
et al. (2003) and log g = 5.43 ± 0.10, Te! = 34 200 ± 500 K
determined by Geier et al. (2010) using di!erent spectra and
model grids.

The fit definitely improves when going from the zero-
metal solution (Fig. 5) to the Blanchette composition
(Fig. 6), although there still remains a slight “Balmer”
problem, especially noticeable in the core of H!. There are
definitely metals in the spectrum of KPD1946+4340: the
strongest features are 1) an unresolved C III + N II com-
plex around 4649 Å (compare the two figures for that fea-
ture), and 2) another weaker complex (C III + O II) in the
blue wing of H" that the Blanchette model reproduces quite
well. All of the major discrepancies between the spectra and
the models are due to strong interstellar absorption: the K
line of Ca II in the blue wing of H#, the Ca II H line in
the core of H#, and the Na I doublet strongly a!ecting the
red wing of He I 5876. It is reassuring that the derived at-
mospheric parameters are not too strongly dependent on the
presence of metals, as might be expected for such a hot star,
particularly one in which downwards di!usion of metals is
important.

5 DISCUSSION

The beaming factor we derived for KPD 1946+4340 using
MCMC runs is "B# = 1.33 ± 0.02, i.e., 4 $ larger than the
theoretically expected value calculated in Section 3.2. The
uncertainty on the beaming factor is a direct reflection of
the uncertainty on the spectroscopic radial velocity ampli-
tude of the sdB. If, contrary to our assumption, the Kepler

fluxes would be severely contaminated by light from other
(constant) stars, the observed beaming factor would even be
higher. The distribution of beaming factors from our MCMC
computations is shown in Fig. 7. For KOI-74, van Kerkwijk
et al. (2010) did not have spectroscopically determined ra-
dial velocities which prevented them from calculating the
observed beaming factor. Instead they adopted the theoret-
ical beaming factor and computed the radial velocity am-
plitude, which they found to be in contradiction with the
value they expected from their model fits to the ellipsoidal

c! 2010 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–11
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KOI 74 

  Q0+Q1 long cadence Kepler data, 30m sampling, 43 days 
  Porb = 5.2 d 

  ROWE ET AL. 2010: ‘A1-star with  
unusual transiting companion’ 

  VAN KERKWIJK ET AL. 2010: 
  Low mass WD companion 
  Doppler beaming  

 K1,phot = 14.7 ± 1.0 km/s 

  Hermes@Mercator spectra: 
     K1,spec = 15.7 ± 1.0 km/s 
     v sin(i) = 164 ± 9 km/s  
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Beaming binaries 

S. ZUCKER ET AL., 2007, APJ 670, 1326 

  Beaming expected in hundreds of Corot & Kepler binary light 
curves 

  Weighted difference between beaming variability of two stars 

  Dominant over ellipsoidal variability and reflection at long 
enough orbital periods 

beaming variabilities of the two stars, as their effects are exactly in
opposite phase. In this respect, beaming is similar to the reflection
effect.

To a good approximation (see below), the magnitude of the
beaming effect can be calculated under the assumption that the
two stars radiate as blackbodies. For a blackbody source of tem-
perature TeA the spectral index ! is

!(") ! 3" ex

ex " 1
x; #3$

where x ! h" /kTeA.
The binary’s orbital separation is given by Kepler’s third law,

a ! M1 %M2

M&

! "1=3 P

1 yr

! "2=3
AU; #4$

whereMi are the twomasses, with the subscript 1 referring to the
primary and 2 to the secondary. The amplitude of the primary’s
radial velocity variation is then

K1 !
M2

M1 %M2

! "
a

1 AU

# $"1=2
29:8 km s"1: #5$

A corresponding expression is obtained for the secondary by inter-
changing the subscripts 1 and 2. The peak-to-peak amplitude of the
total expected relative flux variation from the binary due to beam-
ing is then

!F"

F"

! "

beaming

! 1

c

K1 3" !1(")' (F";1 " K2 3" !2(")' (F";2

F";1 % F";2
:

#6$

Note that because the observed effect is the difference between
the effects of the two stars, the beaming effect vanishes for an equal-
mass binary, in which the spectral characteristics are also identical
for the two components.

In order to estimate the ellipsoidal variability, we use the ex-
pression presented by Morris & Naftilan (1993) for the peak-to-
peak ellipsoidal variability of the primary:

!F";1

F";1

! "

ellips

’ 0:3
(15% u1)(1% #1)

3" u1

M2

M1

R1

a

! "3
: #7$

Here #1 is the gravity-darkening coefficient of the primary and u1
is its limb-darkening coefficient.We calculate a similar expression
for the secondary and then weight them by the expected black-
body fluxes in order to obtain the total relative variation of the
binary.

Morris & Naftilan (1993) also provide a prescription for cal-
culating the amplitude of the reflection effect. They assume that
each star absorbs some of the bolometric flux of its companion,
which heats the stellar hemisphere facing the companion, inducing
an asymmetric increased emission.Assuming a blackbody radiation
law, Morris & Naftilan define a ‘‘luminous-efficiency’’ factor by

fk !
T2
T1

! "4
ex2 " 1

ex1 " 1
; #8$

where T1 and T2 are the temperatures of the two components.
Like the beaming effect, the contributions of the reflection effects
of the two stars are in opposite phase, and the total magnitude of
the effect is the weighted difference of the two. Keeping only the
leading order terms in the radii (expressed in terms of the orbital
separation), we obtain

!F"

F"

! "

reCect
! 2

3

(R2=a)
2f "1
k F";1 " (R1=a)

2fkF";2

F";1 % F";2
: #9$

Note that the ellipsoidal and reflection variabilities were cal-
culated assuming tidal locking and a circular orbit. Furthermore,
we use only the leading order terms in the fractional radii. Thus,
we might be overestimating the amplitude of those effects. How-
ever, these expressions suffice as conservative estimates for com-
paring with the beaming effects.

We use equations (6), (7), and (9) to compare the three effects
for three typical binaries and for a range of periods. Table 1 pres-
ents the parameters assumed for the stellar components. For the
purpose of this simple comparison, we assume u1; u2 ! 0:6 for
our hypothetical stars. We calculate the gravity-darkening coef-
ficients using the prescription in Morris (1985).

Table 2 compares the three effects for the three binaries, observed
in theV band, for periods of 10 and 100 days. In all cases the beam-
ing variability dominates over the other two effects. Figure 1 shows
the three effects for an F0–K0 binary for a range of periods. The
corresponding plots for the other cases were very similar. The de-
pendence of the effects on the orbital separation is explicit in the
expressions above, andwe can use it to understand the dependence
on the orbital period. While ellipsoidal variability decreases with
period as P"2, and the reflection variability as P"4/3, the beaming
variability only decreases asP"1/3, andwe expect it to becomedom-
inant for long enough periods.

In the three cases we examined the ellipsoidal variability dom-
inates for periods shorter than 8 days, while for periods longer
than 10 days the beaming variability becomes dominant. Remark-
ably, the three lines intersect at about the same period, and the reflec-
tion effect is almost never dominant. Furthermore, the amplitude

TABLE 1

Stellar Parameters for Simulation

Parameter F0 G0 K0 Reference

Mass (M&).............................................. 1.6 1.05 0.79 1

Radius (R&) ............................................ 1.5 1.1 0.85 1

Effective temperature (K) ...................... 7300 5940 5150 1

Gravity darkening coefficient in V ........ 0.9 0.4 0.4 2

References.—(1) Cox 2000 (2) Morris 1985.

TABLE 2

The Three Periodic Photometric Effects for Sample Binary Configurations

P = 10 days P = 100 days

Primary Secondary Ellipsoidal Reflection Beaming Ellipsoidal Reflection Beaming

F0 G0 3.9 ; 10"4 4.8 ; 10"4 6.4 ; 10"4 3.9 ; 10"6 2.2 ; 10"5 2.9 ; 10"4

F0 K0 3.4 ; 10"4 4.1 ; 10"4 8.3 ; 10"4 3.4 ; 10"6 1.9 ; 10"5 3.8 ; 10"4

G0 K0 1.9 ; 10"4 2.1 ; 10"4 6.6 ; 10"4 1.9 ; 10"6 9.6 ; 10"6 3.1 ; 10"4

PHOTOMETRIC BEAMING BINARIES 1327
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of the beaming variability stays at the detectable levels forCOROT
and Kepler, of 0.1–1 mmag for periods of 100 days and more.

In Figure 2 we compare the three effects for a range of mass
ratios. We assumed a 10 day binary with a G0 primary and used
power laws for the dependence of the secondary radius and tem-
perature on itsmass:R / M 0:8 and TeA / M 0:55. While the ellip-
soidal variability is mostly sensitive to the highest mass ratios,
the beaming and reflection effects are more sensitive to interme-
diary mass ratios. This is mainly because at the highest mass ratios
the effects from both binary components are canceled out.

3. DISCUSSION

The radial-velocity beaming light curve can yield directly most
of the spectroscopic orbital elements, including the period, eccen-
tricity, and time of periastron passage. Since these values will be
obtained as the result of a well-defined, magnitude-limited pho-
tometric survey, they will provide large amounts of new data for
statistical studies of spectroscopic binaries, including, e.g., the dis-
tribution of orbital period (Duquennoy&Mayor 1991;Mazeh et al.
2006) and the relation between orbital period and eccentricity
(Halbwachs et al. 2003).

The only spectroscopic element that cannot be obtained directly
from the light curve is the radial-velocity amplitudeK1. However,
as outlined in equation (6), theK1 value can be derived from the am-
plitude of the beaming effect through the spectral index ! of the
primary and the relative amplitudes of the beaming effect of the two
components of the binary. In most binaries, the secondary is faint
enough that wewill be able to ascribe the observed beaming vari-
ability solely to the primary component. If the primary spectral type
is known, we can derive its spectral index (!) and obtainK1, thus
deriving the full set of orbital elements of a single-lined spectro-
scopic binary.

In order to estimate ! and calibrate the relation between the
beaming amplitude andK1, some spectroscopic follow-up obser-
vations of the detected binaries should be performed. Since most
of the radial-velocity elements will already be known from pho-
tometry, only a small number of observations is needed per star.
Multiobject spectrographs, such as FLAMES on the Very Large
Telescope (Pasquini et al. 2002) or Hydra on theWIYN telescope
(Barden & Armandroff 1995), seem to offer an efficient means to
obtain these observations for the detected beaming binaries in the
field.

In the few cases in which the two components might have very
similarmagnitudes andmasses, the two contributions to the beam-
ing variability may cancel out because of their opposite phases. In
cases in which the secondary light will be significant but will
not cancel the primary light completely, we will need a photo-
metric analog of spectroscopic disentangling procedures such
as TODCOR (Zucker & Mazeh 1994). Measurements in more
than one photometric bandmay add the constraints needed to solve
for K1 and K2.
We note in passing that the derivation ofK1, and when possible

alsoK2, is sensitive to any blending of the binary imagewith other
stars, as they depend on the relative amplitude of the beaming ef-
fect. Therefore, it would be necessary to obtain a high-resolution
image of the observed field in order to spot any other possible con-
tributions to the binary light that might dilute the beaming effect.
In fact, measurements in different bands may also serve the same
purpose.
In addition, we propose a simple way to calibrate the relation-

ship between the amplitudes of the radial velocity and the beam-
ing flux variation. Since the satellitemotion is known and is linked
with themotion of the Earth, we already have awell-known radial-
velocity signal in the data for all stars. COROT, for example, will
observe dense fields around the ecliptic continuously for almost
half a year. Thus, the amplitude of this heliocentric velocity signal
will be close to 60 km s!1.
The beaming photometric signal associated with themotion of

the telescope will affect all stars, binary and single alike. Mea-
suring this signal can enable us to calibrate ! with the radial-
velocity amplitude, which in turn can be used to interpret the
beaming signal of the stellar orbital velocity, if it is a binary. For
single stars! is actually a piece of spectral information that reveals
the location of the passband along the blackbody radiation curve
and thus provides an estimate of the stellar effective temperature.
Figure 3 shows the expected photometric variability amplitude
in V for different temperatures due to heliocentric motion alone,
assuming a blackbody radiation law and a heliocentric radial ve-
locity amplitude of 60 km s!1.
Figure 4 shows a simulated light curve that demonstrates the

type of signal we expect to detect for a binary. The light curve in-
cludes the beaming variability of a 10 day period G0–K0 binary
star, together with the beaming variability related to the heliocentric
motion. The associated radial velocity amplitudes areK1 " 52 and
K2 " 69 km s!1. The noise included is only a 10!4 white noise.

Fig. 1.—The three periodic photometric effects for an F0–K0 binary star in a
range of periods.

Fig. 2.—Same as Fig. 1, but for a G0 primary in a range of mass ratios.

ZUCKER, MAZEH, & ALEXANDER1328 Vol. 670
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Summary 

KPD 1946+4340 

  Modelled superb Kepler short cadence  
binary light curve using LCURVE 

  Doppler beaming  photometric RV curve 
[largest source of uncertainty is models, not data] 

  Very accurate system parameters, 
fully consistent with spectroscopic results 

KOI 74 

  Photometric K1 consistent with spectroscopic K1 

  Modelling complicated by large vsini 
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